


The digital music revolution has turned out to be a “Rayincarnation” for acclaimed country storyteller Ray Scott. While a label-free utopia 

where artistic merit trumps popular whims remains as unlikely as it always was, the internet age has allowed a certain kind of creator to 

connect with an audience and chart a self-determined course ... which helps explains why Scott has chosen to self-title his fourth album.

"This is sort of a regroup for me – not only artistically, but in terms of my career," he says. "My music and my sense of where it 

fits in the music business has really taken shape over the past several years. So this is an introduction to that for people who may not be 

familiar with me, and it’s a defining of that vision for those who already know my music."

For many, Ray Scott needs no introduction. Warner Bros. released Scott's debut album My Kind Of Music in 2005 to enormous 

critical acclaim. The first single and title track cracked the top 40, but a combination of label politics and radio's reluctance to embrace 

his fresh approach to country traditions had him off the label less than two years later. But a funny thing happened on the way to post-

label obscurity – a level of success many major label artists might envy.

Crazy Like Me (2008) was put together to have a project to sell on the road, but ended up getting strong critical reaction and 

surprising sales. Encouraged, Ray connected with producer Dave Brainard (Jerrod Niemann, Brandy Clark) to record Rayality (2011). 

The single "Those Jeans" received substantial airplay on SiriusXM and went on to sell a couple hundred thousand copies. "I kept writing 

and still had a pile of songs we didn't get to on Rayality," he says. "So we decided to amp things up and make a record exactly the way 

we wanted."

As result, Ray Scott follows its namesake's vision without deviation. "Every song is like a separate vignette in both subject matter 

and production, but it also exists as a complete body of work," Ray says. An obvious crowd-pleaser is the first single "Drinkin' Beer," 

which Scott co-wrote with Tony Mullins. Scott wrote the murder ballad "Papa And Mama" by himself, and enlisted Mark Stephen Jones 

to co-write "Ain't Always Thirsty," which is a product of Scott's painful divorce. "Tijuana Buzzkill" was actually written eight years ago. 

"It's a true story, right down to having my foot peed on by a Mexican guy," Scott says. 

As a whole, Ray Scott is the most descriptive name possible for the collection. "It’s country music the way I interpret it," he says. 

"Every artist borrows and basically bastardizes whatever they grew up loving. In my case, it was a combination of a lot of great '70s 

country. My dad was a singer and I used to hear him do all that stuff.

"The good news is, the kind of music I'm making now is not age-specific. I’m not out there wiggling my ass for anybody, so it's

about telling stories, making people smile and making them feel something. And I can do that until I grow up, if the fans will still have 

me.

"I understand that sometimes the business has a place for what I do and sometimes it doesn't," Rays says. "But what I do has 

kept me alive out there in the world because it is different enough that people get passionate about it. They stick with it. I don't sound 

like everybody else, and I don't want to."



“To put something out there with integrity that people will respond to.” 

~Ray Scott~



 My Kind of Music was released on November 22, 2005 and the week of its release it was the #1 selling country 
album on Billboard’s Hot Seekers chart.

 The album debuted #4 on Billboards Heat Seeker chart and was also one of Billboards Top 100 Albums of the 
Year.

 My Kind of Music was listed as one of the “Top 10 albums of 2005” by Billboard, the Dallas Morning News and 
the Miami Herald.

 Even with limited airplay, My Kind of Music sold 100,000 units in its first year.

 Ray Scott’s 2011 release Rayality, included “Those Jeans” and “She’s Still Screaming My Name,” which were on 
the UK’s Hot Disc chart’s #1 songs.

 “Those Jeans” was released in 2012 with a hit on Sirius XM The Highway.
 Ray Scott is the only independent artist to have a video retired into the GAC Hall of Fame after ten weeks in the 

Top 20.
 “Those Jeans” has now sold over 300,000 units.

 In October of 2014, Ray Scott released his self-titled album. “Drinkin’ Beer” off of that album was another #1 
song on the UK’s Hot Disc chart, as well as, Song of the Year for that chart.

 “Drinkin’ Beer” was also listed as the #18 Song of the Year by Rolling Stone Country
 On March 23, 2015 “Ain’t Always Thirtsty” was released, and was critically acclaimed by Rolling Stone Country, 

Taste of Country, Sirius XM, as well as many others.

 Ray Scott has already performed 50+ concerts in 2015. He has also shared stages with artists like, Jake Owen, 
Travis Tritt, Charlie Daniels, Larry Gatlin, Reba, and Montgomery Gentry.

 711,420 new YouTube views (1.75 Million Minutes Watched)
 1,035,749 Spotify streams

Ten Years In & Still Kickin’ 
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 As part of Rays set list, he often adds in covers from The Roots Sessions, Vol. 1 EP (“Live Forever,” “Good Ole 
Boys Like Me,” “That’s The Way Love Goes,” “Put Another Log On The Fire,” and “Always On My Mind”). He also 

covers some other classics like  “Hank Done It This Way” and “Folsom Prison Blues.”

 “If Roger Miller and Waylon Jennings had a love child, his name would be Ray Scott.” 

– Stormie Warren –

 “The collection balances Scott’s adulation for the country greats while incorporating lyrics that are both stirring 
and funny.”

– Rolling Stone Country on Ray’s self-titled album Ray Scott –

 “Ray Scott is arguably one of country music’s finest voices, and he lends that warm baritone to a collection of 
his favorite country songs on Roots Sessions, Vol. 1.” 

– Country Weekly review of The Roots Sessions, Vol. 1. –

 “His oak-tree voice is more reminiscent of Johnny Cash, and Ray marshals it wisely to deliver songs that 
emphasize the satisfactions and challenges of small-town, working-class America.”

– Country Weekly review of My Kind of Music –

What the critics are sayin’
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 “Ray Scott is a pro. Fairs and Festivals, corporate, theaters and every 

venue that he's played for me seems like home to him. Standing ovation 

after standing ovation is what Ray does for an audience. He has the 

unique ability as a performer to connect with every audience member and 

makes you feel like you are part of the family. A true talent in every 

respect.”

-Kent Martin, SRO Productions, Roanoke, VA-

 “Ray Scott is the real deal, his amazing voice and super tight band can 

bring a crowd to their feet and hold them there all night long!”

-Hank Straty, The Bluestone/Bluestone Promotions, Columbus, OH-



http://rayscott.com

https://twitter.com/RayalityCheck

https://www.facebook.com/RayScottPage

https://instagram.com/rayscottmusic/

https://www.youtube.com/user/RaysRayalityTV
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